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Abstract 

In this thesis we examin the concept of algebraic nondeterminism, by which vire 

mean the introduction of the Kleisli category via a monad (T, q, ti). This semantlic 

edge to the old concept of a monad was provided by E. G. Manes in the late sev-

enties. In the nineties E. Moggi read into monads basic constructions of computler 

science and the happy double semantics has led to vigorous developments. We 

concentrate on nondeterminism in sets, taking Zadeh fuzzy sets as the prototype 

and in machines, with transition systems as the basic model. 

With this in mind, we construct two conceptual economy tools, the category ata 

and the Lawvere metric spaces. 

The category Qua is capable of modelling both fuzzy sets and transition systen,s. 

We show that the category of L-fuzzy sets [Gog67], category Re1L [Bar96], the 

category ML(C) (for the case C = Set) [dP89], the category PN [B1a95] and tine 

category of games, Gamex  [LS91] are special cases of the category Qua. The category 

of transition systems and simulations [WN93] is also a special case of Qua. 

We construct an algebraic theory in Qua. 

We further construct a generalization of the category Qua. This particularizes to a 

category of "poset-valued sets" which is a generic technique for building models 

of linear logic [SdPO4]. 

We read a transition system as "a generalized metric space". This forces us to 



develop a theory of "Lawvere metric spaces" from the beginning, obtained by 

distilling the logic of the closed interval [0, co] ( or [0, 1] ) into a structure we have 

named Q. 

In both Qua and Q, only the commutative fuzzy conjunctions have been considered. 

We also provide a general framework for noncommutative fuzzy conjunctions. 

We examin in some detail the "totally fuzzy sets", better known as "Q-sets" where 

S2 is a complete Heyting algebra, and provide a comparison with our Lawvere 

metric spaces. 

In addition, definitions and points of view on nondeterministic set theory and 

machine theory that we have come across have been examined and provided 

different semantic edges with generalizations. For example, we introduce the 

concept of a transition system as a certain monoid morphism and also a certain 

kind of F-model where F is an endofunctor on Set. 

These attempts cover most of the known instances of "fuzzy (finite state) ma-

chines", "the coalgebraic approach to transition systems", "metric bisimulations" 

and others. 

Thus we have provided unification paradigms in algebraic nondeterminism for 

sets and machines based mostly on algebraic theories with a view to cover the 

current practice in fuzzy logic, linear logic and transition systems. 

We close with some problems stemming from this dissertation in particular or 

the philosophy used in general; these include an investigation of the 2-categorical 

structure of Qua, the membership issue in fuzzy set theory, noncommutative Law-

vere metric spaces and some others. 
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